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In Pioneer Journal: A Modern-Day Journey to an Unknown World, the sequel to Flight Lessons: A
Young Couple's First Journeys Toward Heaven, author Michael Hall shares an intimate, first-person
view of the struggles of a "nineties" family who felt drawn - compelled - to leave behind what they
had been bought up to value in their search for an intangible ideal.

Michael Hall gave up a successful law practice in Long Island, New York to write and share the
incredible personal and spiritual journeys depicted in Flight Lessons. After writing and publishing
FLight Lessons and its sequel, Pioneer Journal, and competing two national lecture and
book-signing tours, he produced and hosted "Meet the Masters" television program.
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The book Pioneer Journal: A Modern- Day Journey to an Unknown World by Michael Hall (author) is
published or distributed by Golden Heart Publications [0963492039, 9780963492036]. This
particular edition was published on or around 1994-5-1 date. Pioneer Journal: A Modern- Day
Journey to an Unknown World is available for use in Paperback binding.
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